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Sustainable Regional Reactivation
With Footpaths from Britain
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What is Footpath?

The Chikuho area, which we live in, used to flourish as a coal 
mine town. However, as the coal industry has been 
declining, our area has been losing the activity which it once 
had. With an ever decreasing and aging population, how can 
we reactivate the area? Are there any ways for the area 
without enough tourism resources to attract many people 
not only from Japan but from overseas?

Footpath means “Walking along a path”.
The birthplace of Footpath is Britain.

We concentrated on “Footpaths” from Britain.

What benefits can regions receive by 
introducing footpaths?

➀Making footpath course 
plans. 

➁Proposing their courses 
to the area.

③Holding a footpath tour.

④Analyzing the effect of the 
footpath with a questionnaire.

Questionnaire for locals who helped us make courses. Questionnaire for students.

with help from 
the University of 
Kitakyushu, and 
local residents

Public relations by Miyawaka City.

There are 6 criteria required to establish footpaths 
in any region.
①Obtain local support to welcome walkers to the region 
②Obtain formal support from the local government
③Encourage the use of public transport
④Maintain paths in good conditions
⑤Establish adequate marketing of footpaths
⑥Show how footpaths will be maintained in the future
⇒How can we spread footpaths?
⇒What can we do to continue footpaths?

①Footpath is that anyone can freely participate in any time.
・The local people only have to enjoy having conversations   
with walkers.
・There are few burdens to the area.
⇒These points are important for sustainable activities.

②Positive changes in the attitude of the local residents 
through footpaths.
・Local people can have deeper communication each other.
・The atmosphere of welcoming visitors is spread among the 
area.
⇒Local residents can get a sense of satisfaction.

③Footpaths have an educational effect on students.
・They can learn the local history and characteristics.
・They can interact with different generations.
⇒We can utilize footpaths as an  educational resource. 

Footpaths in Japan

Using footpaths as an “educational resource”
・Cooperation with elementary schools.
・Footpaths with foreign people.

→We are going to hold a footpath tour with foreigners 
next year.

Hokkaido has a lot of footpath courses.

Nakama city in Fukuoka Misato town  in Kumamoto 


